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1/335 (B.91.F003) SU 72906810

CHURCH FARM, SHINFIELD
A Desk-Top Assessment and Report on an Archaeological Field Evaluation at Church Farm,

Shinfield, Berkshire

Berkshire Archaeological Services     Aldermaston : Berkshire Archaeological Services, 2002, 40pp,

figs, tabs, refs

Work undertaken by: Berkshire Archaeological Services

The desk-based assessment identified the site's area as a focus for activity from prehistory to the

present day. Flint and pottery scatters indicated sparse activity until the 11th century, when Shinfield

was known to have been a settlement. Evidence suggests a focus for this in the church area. There was

thought to be a possibility that medieval remains associated with a moated site might be found in the

western part of the study area. [Au(abr)] 

1/336 (B.91.F002) SU 75907000

LAND AT MARSH FARM, LOWER EARLEY
Land at Marsh Farm, Lower Earley, Berkshire. An Archaeological Desk-Based Assessment

Hardy, L-M     Reading : Thames Valley Archaeological Services, 2002, 41pp, figs, tabs, refs

Work undertaken by: Thames Valley Archaeological Services

There were no known monuments or findspots on the site. However the size of the site, coupled with

the richness of the archaeological landscape surrounding it, indicated that there was high potential for

the recovery of archaeological remains. These were expected to be heavily truncated due to the use of

the site as a sewage works. [Au(adp)] 
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There were no known monuments or findspots on the site. However the size of the site, coupled with

the richness of the archaeological landscape surrounding it, indicated that there was high potential for

the recovery of archaeological remains. These were expected to be heavily truncated due to the use of

the site as a sewage works. [Au(adp)] 

1/336 (B.91.F002) SU 81266857

METHODIST CHURCH, ROSE STREET, WOKINGHAM
Methodist Church, Rose Street, Wokingham, Berkshire. An Archaeological Desk-Based Assessment

Ford, S     Reading : Thames Valley Archaeological Services, 2002, 23pp, figs, tabs, refs

Work undertaken by: Thames Valley Archaeological Services
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The assessment established that the site lay within the historic medieval core of the town, and was

fronted on one of the medieval streets. Many medieval and post-medieval features were apparent in the

immediate vicinity. There was nothing to indicate that the site had been severely truncated by

development, and as a result it was considered that the area was of high archaeological potential.

However, it was not thought that any archaeological remains would merit in situ preservation as a

planning requirement. A watching brief was recommended as appropriate mitigation. [Au(abr)] 
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The assessment established that the site lay within the historic medieval core of the town, and was

fronted on one of the medieval streets. Many medieval and post-medieval features were apparent in the

immediate vicinity. There was nothing to indicate that the site had been severely truncated by

development, and as a result it was considered that the area was of high archaeological potential.

However, it was not thought that any archaeological remains would merit in situ preservation as a

planning requirement. A watching brief was recommended as appropriate mitigation. [Au(abr)] 

1/338 (B.91.F004) SU 79007830

MUMBERY LODGE, SCHOOL HILL, WARGRAVE
Mumbery Lodge, School Hill, Wargrave, Berkshire. An Archaeological Desk-Based Assessment

Ford, S     Reading : Thames Valley Archaeological Services, 2002, 19pp, figs, tabs, refs

Work undertaken by: Thames Valley Archaeological Services

The study revealed that the site lay beyond the medieval core of Wargrave, however it was in an area

potentially rich in archaeological remains. No finds had been located in the immediate area of the site,

and investigations in the immediate area found little of significance. It was decided that the site had a

low archaeological potential. [Au(adp)] 

1/339 (B.91.F001) SU 78287848

ST MARY'S CHURCH, WARGRAVE
A Desk-Top Assessment, Geophysical Survey and Field Evaluation at St Mary's Church, Wargrave,

Berkshire

Berkshire Archaeological Services     Aldermaston : Berkshire Archaeological Services, 2002, 54pp,

figs, tabs, refs

Work undertaken by: Berkshire Archaeological Services

The assessment revealed that the church had its origins in the 12th century. The development

concerned the construction of a new church hall and as part of the works a geophysical survey and

evaluation were required to be carried out. [Au(abr)] 

Archaeological periods represented: MD


